How to write a Resume - Don't! Let me explain.
Should I write my resume?
Writing your own resume is not advised - unless you are a professional writer who can also honestly look at
your own strengths and weaknesses objectively. While there are dozens of resume resources on the
internet, the truth is that if you write your own resume, it is being prepared by an amateur (Sorry to be blunt,
just being honest).
Think about it this way, does it make sense to spend three years and $30,000 to earn a University degree
and then market that investment to employers with a amateur resume? Why would you let this amateur
resume represent you and risk all that hard work you put in at University.
Think of a company like Sony. The executives who work for Sony know that their products are seen to be
better than anyone else. Yet Sony uses a professional advertising agency to create the messages that are
designed to sell us on buying a Sony Product.
Why a hire a Professional Resume Writer?
It's really simple, do you want the best chance of getting a job! How important is getting a job?
Hiring a resume writer serves the same purpose in selling you to a employer as Sony's advertising agency in
selling their products to consumers. By hiring a resume writer you're getting the benefit of an expert who
writes resumes every day and who knows how to market and present your credentials/skills to the best
advantage.
A professional resume writer knows that there is not set format and treat each resume for the jobs the client
is trying to obtain.
A resume writer is also an objective third party with the expertise to draw out relevant information from your
work history, highlight your achievements and provide strategies for overcoming any difficult or negative
aspects in your job search.

Choosing a Resume Writer - Resume Doctors
So why choose Resume Doctors. If you have read the above articles you will understand that it is not easy to
write a effective resume then you will be glad to know that Resume Doctors have it covered. Every one of
our consultants has a background in recruitment and therefore know what employers are looking for in
applicant resumes.
We keep the cost down! Have you taken a look at how expensive those other resume writers are! $150 $400 AUD is great deal of money that most people can't afford these days. At Resume Doctors our base
price is just $47 AUD (with the exchange rate that would mean a very good price for Americans), thats it, I
told you it was cheap. All you need is a resume for us to work from. By having a resume with your basic
information saves us time and you money. It will be the best money you ever spent!
If you would like more information on our service - check out our Resume Services Page.
You may also like to take a look at our testimonials or resume samples. We also have a large selection of
Articles that contain useful information about resume writing, employment and Job Hunting.

Resume Doctors is a professional resume writing service that won't rip you off. You send us your
Resume and we develop and enhance it into a "knockout document" that makes you standout. Our
goal is to provide a high quality service while keeping our fees low.
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